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�  Yoga became popular as a system of physical 
exercises across the Western world. This form of yoga is 
often called Hatha yoga .  

 
�  The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali  defines yoga as "the stilling 

of the changing states of the mind" 

�  Yoga – union or union with the divine 
¡  Kri – to do, to act, to react 

�  Thus, Kriya Yoga is:  Union with the Infinite through a 
certain action or rite 
¡  Or Union with cosmic consciousness through a certain 

practice 

�  Brought to the West by Yogananda –Autobiography of a 
Yogi 

�  Re-introduced to India in the 1860s by Babaji 
(reincarnation of Krishna) 

 



� Accelerate evolution of man to cosmic 
consciousness or achieving Samahdi 
(enlightenment) 
¡  Stated that 1 day of practicing Kriya Yoga 

equivalent to 1000 years of natural evolution 
¡  Practice stated to remove negative karma 

� Path toward Self-Realization (“I AM”) 
� Practice of energy movement through spine/

chakras/medulla/third eye  
� Meditation has its own progression of benefits 



� Developed by Krishna 
¡  Current reincarnation of Krishna:  Mahavatar Babaji 

Krishna 
¡  Described in ancient texts of Yoga Sutras of Patanjali  

� Lineage 
¡  Babaji taught Lahiri Mahasaya  

¢  Lahiri Mahasaya taught Sri Yukteswar 
�  Sri Yukteswar taught Paramhansa Yogananda 

� Christ, through Babaji, Mahasaya, Sri Yukteswar 
instructed to send his disciple, Paramhansa 
Yogananda to the West (USA) to teach Self-
Realization (the essence of spirituality and the 
essence of all religions, including Christianity) 



� Popular awareness through  Paramhansa 
Yogananda’s book:  Autobiography of a Yogi 

�    Patanjali, in Yoga Sutras, says: "Kriya Yoga 
consists of body discipline, mental control, and 
meditating on Aum.“ 

� Babaji, on teaching Lahiri Mahasaya, said: 
¡  "The Kriya Yoga that I am giving to the world through 

you in this nineteenth century, is a revival of the 
same science that Krishna gave millenniums ago to 
Arjuna; and was later known to Patanjali, and to 
Christ, St. John, St. Paul, and other disciples.” 

� Yogananda wrote that Babaji and Christ were in 
continual communion and together, "have 
planned the spiritual technique of salvation for 
this age."[ 



� Path toward Self-Realization (“I AM”) 
� Path toward samadhi (enlightenment) 

¡  Pratice of energy movement through spine/
medulla/third eye removes negative karma 

¡  Various levels of samadhi 

� Meditation has its own progression of 
benefits 



� Kriya yoga really a practice of a system of 
meditation and breathing – 1 year to learn 
¡  Hong Sau meditation technique 
¡  Energization technique (to be energized while 

meditating) 
¡  Philosophy/belief system of kriya yoga practice 
¡  Aum meditation 
¡  Kriya meditation/practice 

¢  Practice of moving breath and energy through the energy 
spine through all the chakras to 3rd eye and beyond – very 
much akin to kundalini – but a studied and steady progress 
to cosmic consciousness 





� Minimum 1 year duration 
� 6 Meditation courses throughout the year 

¡  Start with Beginning meditation – Learn Hong-Sau 
(“I am Spirit”) technique (awareness of breath) 
¢  Work through courses in Energy, Devotion, 

Discipleship/Guru principles, Chakras & Kriya Prep, 
and final Kriya Initiation 

¢  Before Kriya Initiation, learn and practice AUM 
Meditation for minimum 3 months 



�  Trinity:  Father, Son & Holy Ghost 
�  In Hindu:  Sat, Tat & AUM 

¡  Spirit as non-involved Creator: Father (Sat)  
¡  Creation itself:  Son (Tat) 
¡  The Spirit in creation: Holy Ghost (AUM) 

�  AUM:  Spirit, setting Its consciousness into movement 
to manifest the “waves” of cosmic creation, created a 
vibration with power and intelligence of its own to 
continue the act of creation to all its subsequent levels 
of manifestation (“The Word was with God, and the 
Word was God.”)  
¡  Still-ly present cosmic vibration in every form of 

creation  
¡  God’s consciousness in vibratory movement- 

manifesting, sustaining and then dissolving all of 
creation 





� AUM – heard by yogi in deep meditation 
¡  Forms of creation:  Outward-flowing power of 

AUM 
¡  AUM heard in meditation:  Inward-flowing stream 

of consciousness (Nature in Her aspect of the all-
compassionate Divine Mother) 
¢  Man’s duty, as a child of the Infinite, is to overcome 

his fascination with AUM in its outward expression 
(manifested universe) and to enter the Godward-
flowing stream of AUM as divine sound, love and bliss  



� Inner hearing of the AUM sound 
¡  The Chakra Sounds 

¢  1st Chakra:  Bumblebee 
¢  2nd Chakra:  Flute 
¢  3rd Chakra:   Plucked string instrument (harp, sitar) 
¢  4th Chakra:  Deep gong or church bells 
¢  5th Chakra:  Wind in the trees, rushing waves 
¢  6th Chakra:   Aum Sound- A symphony of all the chakra 

sounds – like an ocean roar, waterfall, or rolling thunder 



� Light of the Spiritual Eye 
¡  A blue field encircled by a gold ring with a 

silvery-white, five-pointed star in the center 
¡  AUM Meditation aids in perceiving the inner light 

of the Spiritual Eye 







� As practice deepens: 
¡  Begin to lose identification with the little body 
¡  Begin to feel omnipresent in the body 
¡  Begin to feel AUM beyond the body 
¡  Begin to feel one with all of creation 
¡  Your consciousness begins to dissolve into the 

sound 
¢  You become AUM, expanding to Infinity 
¢  You become present as much in the distant galaxy as 

you are on earth – no difference 
¢  You realize that there is no reality to your body and 

your ego except in oneness with God 
¢  This is one of the states of samadhi – complete oneness 

with AUM 


